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     Report 50 - Released on December 13, 2018

     Lactose prices are unchanged this week. Many manufacturers and buyers are focused on getting

     their Q1 and annual 2019 contracts in place before the winter holidays. The repartee between

     buyers and sellers is ongoing, with processors working to demonstrate the benefits of their

     lactose and end users sandbagging against any price adjustments higher. A good share of the

     contracts are in place. Manufacturers plan to wrap up their contract negotiations within the

     next week and are generally seeing prices a step higher than Q4. Lactose is moving well

     through existing contracts and demand appears steady. Manufacturers say lactose demand for

     standardization is solid, and some customers are requesting increases to their orders.

     Inventories remain tight or highly committed for many manufacturers. However, industry

     contacts report pockets of availability showing up here and there. The market tone for

     lactose is generally bullish, but contacts are cautious to not get overly optimistic. The

     continuing trade issue drama between the U.S. and China weighs heavily on the minds of

     market participants. Industry contacts are trying to assess whether ongoing trade issues

     will immure the Chinese market to some U.S. lactose. They wonder if Chinese customers may

     seek out other suppliers to avoid tariffs. Or, on the other hand, if a trade agreement can

     be reached, there may be a further push for American lactose, but also a concern that end

     users may have bought ahead to assure coverage and avoid the trade issues all together.

     Prices for: Central and Western U.S., Spot Sales And Up to 3 Month Contracts, F.O.B.,

     Conventional, and Edible Lactose

     Price Range - Non Pharmaceutical; $/LB:                .2900 - .4500

     Mostly Range - Non Pharmaceutical; $/LB:               .3100 - .4000

     Information for the period December 10 - 14, 2018, issued weekly

     Secondary Sourced Information:

     FAS Export Table

     U.S. Lactose Exports, H.S. Code 1702110000(FAS)

                      2018 Exports      % Change From

                      (Million Lb.)       1 Year Ago

     OCTOBER Total            52.1           + 3

     TOTAL, JAN ± OCT        581.4           + 19

      1 China                132.6           + 64

      2 Mexico                78.5           + 11

      3 New Zealand           75.2           + 28

      4 Japan                 65.0           + 53

      5 Singapore             27.8           + 3
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